
Omigod you guys! Come on out to San Clemente for a posi6vely pink performance of Legally 
Blonde! 
wri=en by Karissa Beltran-Jimenez, a junior at Corona del Mar High School 
 
From the glistening beaches of Malibu, Elle Woods– UCLA Delta Nu president–is dumped by her 
boyfriend. Determined to win him back, she sets on a journey to become a Harvard Law 
student, but by staying true to herself she discovers a love for the law.  
 
From the moment Grace Nachreiner appeared on stage everything from her pleasant smile to 
her preppy strut embodied Elle Woods. Nachreiner took command of scenes with expert charm, 
using her voice to silence the audience before a renowned applause. Alongside Emme= 
Forrest’s ra6onal intellect, Tre Kuhn and Nachreiner’s banter created an endearingly engaging 
dynamic. Kuhn’s 6ghtening of the fists or furrow of his brow coupled with his passionate voice 
further elevated his performance.  
 
As Warner Hun6ngton III, Ryan Cochran created an arrogant jaunt and air to his character that 
when paired with the dry and haughty persona Cameron Contreras developed for Vivienne 
Kensington, represented the dullness of the couple. 
 
Producing the audience’s favorite Irish jig, Molly Graff as Paule=e Buonafonte never ceased to 
make audiences giggle in their seats. She eloquently switched between a Bostonian accent 
before breaking into Irish-inspired song and her spunky physicality was only elevated by hair, 
makeup, and costume's devo6on to her wacky colorful style.  
 
Ruby Nachreiner, taking full advantage of the jump rope to masterfully add another dynamic to 
the stage, flawlessly executed Broadway-licensed choreography with the highest level of 
engagement and energy in “Whipped Into Shape.”  
 
Cylvr Habetler aged Professor Callahan through a stern brow, bristling cadence, and 
commanding aura that set him apart from his younger counterparts. Likewise, Dylan Johnson 
owned the crude toxicity that is Dewey when he made his disheveled appearance on stage–with 
audible gasps from the audience.  
 
The opening scene was vibrant and the Greek Chorus brought such liveliness to the stage that 
was met with vigorous cheers from the audience. The run crew worked me6culously to add or 
transi6on elements of the set seamlessly. Despite some missed mic cues throughout the show, 
the cast’s vibrancy projected their performance.  
 
Here! Right Here! is your chance to experience Legally Blonde, so find your way to San Clemente 
High School for this perfectly pink produc6on under the stars. 


